Design Your Work
The Case Systems Experience
Your Vision. Your Creativity. Our Promise.

A quiet, comfortable recovery room. A bright and clean play area for a classroom. A functional and professional meeting space. Your work may begin with precise measurements, agonizing hardware choices, and long nights considering finish options...but with Case Systems’ line of casework solutions, you can focus on your real job – the creation of spaces that celebrate humanity, and its many seasons.

“Quality in all its forms, draws people to it.”
Alden B Dow
Trusted Performance

Quality delivered. On time. Every time.

Your work. Your space. Our “design your work” approach is our commitment to ensuring that we develop elegant, practical and flexible furniture & casework solutions that meet your unique needs. We deliver on time, complete and accurate, every time.

Our commitment to you goes well beyond the box. We’ll work with you and support your creativity with our deep understanding of high quality casework that comes from decades of engineering and manufacturing experience. Together we will build unforgettable spaces and create environments that bring your vision to life!

From a small, regional supplier in Midland, Michigan, to a nationally recognized casework producer and market leader; we’ve been delivering value, quality and the best customer-focused experience since 1948!

Michigan based — Serving Nationwide.

Strong in Your Region

Case Systems offers you local expertise and support. We know that each area of the United States works just a little bit differently and our dealers are the experts you can rely on for your next project. Your project demands a lot of you – take advantage of any help you can get: Case Systems and our extensive dealer network are here to assist you.

Visit casesystems.com to find detailed contact information for your Case Systems dealer.
Solutions for Every Market
Versatility is Our Speciality

Case Systems started out in the K-12 market, but we have always looked for new opportunities and taken on new challenges with much success. In the meantime, we are experts in many areas: Education, Healthcare, Laboratory Solutions and more! We think beyond the box and together with our customers and dealers find creative solutions for new casework applications.

While we are known for our excellence in building a wide array of standard architectural casework products – we also create wonderfully personalized custom projects. We love a challenge!

Treat Your Casework Well
Antimicrobial Solutions – Some environments demand more attention.

Protect your casework from bacteria and other microbes that can cause staining, deterioration and odors. Case Systems casework is available with an additional treatment that lasts the life of the product.

SAFE. DURABLE. EFFECTIVE.

• Controls objectionable odors, unsightly stains and product deterioration.
• Used in textiles and is safe to wear on the skin.
• Does not create an environment that promotes adaptive micro-organisms.
• No arsenic, heavy metals or polychlorinated phenols.
• Accepted, registered and readily available worldwide.
• More than 30 years of safe and effective use.
• Protects against microbial growth, but won’t leach onto the skin.

Case Systems casework can be treated with the ÆGIS Microbe Shield® technology. This option uses an organosilane technology that modifies the surface and remains durable for the life of the surface.
Not all casework is created equal. The design process, materials used, finishes and manufacturing standards all affect the final product. Every decision is vital to getting the most value for your investment. You deserve furniture and storage that meets your demands for quality and durability and will enhance your working environment for years to come. At Case Systems, we’re committed to working with you to find the right materials—and the right solution for your space and budget.

Competitive Pricing
In an era of tight budgets, we offer a wide range of products and will work closely with you to meet your project needs, while ensuring that you remain within your budget. With laminate casework you can create stunning designs without breaking the bank.

Peace of Mind: Warranty
With decades of experience in manufacturing the finest and most durable line of casework products, we know how carefully it is engineered and how well it holds up in daily life. This is why we confidently back our cabinets up with a 5-year Guarantee and Limited Warranty.

Upgrade to Laminate
When we say upgrade to laminate we mean it! Laminate cabinets are versatile, durable and beautiful. With a huge selection of colors, woodgrain, and other patterns, there is a perfect choice for everyone. When designing an environment, you want a material that doesn’t limit your creativity and gives you lots of choices. Choose plastic laminate: BOLD. BEAUTIFUL. STRONG!

SEFA Chemical Test Comparison
In testing against Scientific Equipment and Furniture Association (SEFA) standards, both high-pressure laminate and thermally fused melamine outperformed laboratory-grade painted steel or wood.

Certificates & Accreditations
There is a peace-of-mind that comes when the choice of quality is made. Our custom-made casework is extremely durable and designed to withstand a variety of uses while maintaining a high level of performance. Case Systems has been certified under the Quality Certification Program (QCP) of the Architectural Woodworking Institute (AWI) to produce custom and premium grade, the highest quality casework. We offer optional SEFA & Certified casework construction methods. We are pushing ourselves to go beyond what is required to deliver sustainable products and practices. In fact, many of our products contribute to a building’s Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED®) certification. If your project calls for chain of custody, we have Forest Stewardship Council® products available upon request.

Continuous Education
Case Systems is the expert in laminate casework and we are a provider in the AIA CES program. We offer Lunch&Learn sessions throughout the country and would love to treat your team to an educational luncheon.
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The Inside Story
More than Meets the Eye

1. M3i engineered board: Meeting ANSI A208.1-2016 standards, provides the same screw holding strength as solid oak!

2. Built-in strength: A ½-inch back panel adds durability, while the ¼-inch back stretcher resists racking.

3. Choice of colors: Countless HPL and edge colors, for aesthetically appealing casework to enhance your decor.

4. Robust drawer construction: Our full 4-sided drawer design includes ¼-inch-thick side members, hardwood dowel joinery and a full ½-inch-thick, non-racking, non-deflecting platform bottom that is screwed into place.

5. Heavy-load drawer slides: The 100-pound, static-load, self-closing steel drawer slides are epoxy-coated and bottom-mounted for added durability.

6. Anti-tip shelf supports: Adjustable anti-tip twin pin polypropylene shelf clips are seismic-rated and lock in place to provide a dispersed shelf load. No tipping!

7. Best-in-class construction: Our 32mm construction method assures consistent quality and conformity while reducing manufacturing costs. It also allows for better interchangeability and easier hardware placement.

8. Edges that stay in place: Our 3mm PVC edges offer superior impact resistance. Hot-melt adhesive chemically bonds the edges to the engineered board, improving bonding strength.

9. Easy to clean interiors: Thermally fused melamine, not low-pressure or top-coated – for an abrasion resistant, clean and easily maintained interior look.

10. Separate recessed bases: On the base and tall cabinets, improving cabinet support and stopping capillary action from wet floors. Separate toe bases also make for an easier installation.

11. The AWI premium-grade joinery: Passes California seismic load testing. Components are machined to aerospace tolerances. Fully concealed interlocking mechanical fasteners allow cabinets to be disassembled in the field for changes or repair without damage.
Case Systems Offices and Manufacturing Facility
Midland, MI

At Case Systems, our staff stays with us for a very long time. They are true experts in managing and completing large and complex orders on time. Many of our employees bring decades of experience to your project. Our team of dedicated professionals knows what it takes to finish your project on time in the heat of the busy construction summer. They will always come through for you.

Proudly Built in the U.S.A.
Experience & Technology Set Us Apart

A continuous improvement manufacturing program ensures that we use our resources wisely, inspect the quality of our product, and control the timeliness of our delivery. There is peace of mind that comes with the Case Systems name.

Win the Race Against Time
In the construction business we all race against time. It’s good to know that your casework partner has the capacity to build fast and in the right, consistent quality.

Quality You can Build on
In our 170,000 sqf facility we have the capacity to build up to 750 cabinets a day. This is performance you can rely on when the clock is ticking.

Beyond the Box: Customization
Everywhere we look, the world demands custom applications, and casework is no exception. Case Systems can answer your need for customization and volume in a competitive way. We have invested in the latest technology and feature wood(CAD)-CAM software offering us a high level of design and engineering flexibility. Enjoy the responsiveness combined with the consistent quality of casework made by Case Systems.

Laminate & Metal go Hand in Hand
We are not your average casework or millwork shop. Case Systems has the unique capability of combining laminate casework with full metal fabrication. Our sister brand BOSTONtec uses over 1.8 million pounds of steel a year in the production of height adjustable workstations. We know how to bend, laser, weld, paint and assemble metal, just as well as we know how to build high quality laminate cabinets.
BOSTONtec: Productivity through Ergonomics

With more than 20 years of design and manufacturing experience, BOSTONtec is a leader in ergonomic, modular workstations and custom solutions. We focus on affordable yet customizable designs that increase productivity and improve operator safety and satisfaction. Established in 1993 as Boston Technical Furniture, our product line was developed based on ergonomics and product flexibility with an emphasis on sit-stand operation through electric height adjustability.

CiF Lab Solutions

Established in 1969, CiF Lab Solutions entered the laboratory furniture market and began manufacturing premium Tier 1 wood casework. Later we expanded our product offerings to flexible and adaptable lab tables, fume hoods, overhead service solutions, epoxy countertops and accessories. Today, we serve multiple markets including: K-12, college/university, research and development, STEM laboratories, healthcare, industrial, pharmaceutical and commercial. Case Systems purchased CiF in 2011 in a joint venture with Northeast Interior Systems, a full-service dealer organization. CiF Lab Solutions’ portfolio of products coupled with quality service has been embraced by the laboratory design community including nationally recognized architectural firms and laboratory planners.